APPENDIX G: BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ECOTOX OPEN LITERATURE DATA EXCLUDED OR NOT EVALUATED

(List of citations for Paraquat Dichloride that were Excluded from ECOTOX, and papers that have not been fully reviewed by ECOTOX. These papers are potentially applicable but have not been fully reviewed, and include applicable studies reviewed but not coded, potentially applicable studies on order and not yet reviewed or coded, and studies not evaluated by ECOTOX)

Explanation of OPP Acceptability Criteria and Rejection Codes for ECOTOX Data

Studies located and coded into ECOTOX must meet acceptability criteria, as established in the Interim Guidance of the Evaluation Criteria for Ecological Toxicity Data in the Open Literature, Phase I and II, Office of Pesticide Programs, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, July 16, 2004. Studies that do not meet these criteria are designated in the bibliography as “Accepted for ECOTOX but not OPP.” The intent of the acceptability criteria is to ensure data quality and verifiability. The criteria parallel criteria used in evaluating registrant-submitted studies. Specific criteria are listed below, along with the corresponding rejection code.

- The paper does not report toxicology information for a chemical of concern to OPP; (Rejection Code: NO COC)
- The article is not published in English language; (Rejection Code: NO FOREIGN)
- The study is not presented as a full article. Abstracts will not be considered; (Rejection Code: NO ABSTRACT)
- The paper is not publicly available document; (Rejection Code: NO NOT PUBLIC (typically not used, as any paper acquired from the ECOTOX holding or through the literature search is considered public)
- The paper is not the primary source of the data; (Rejection Code: NO REVIEW)
- The paper does not report that treatment(s) were compared to an acceptable control; (Rejection Code: NO CONTROL)
- The paper does not report an explicit duration of exposure; (Rejection Code: NO DURATION)
- The paper does not report a concurrent environmental chemical concentration/dose or application rate; (Rejection Code: NO CONC)
- The paper does not report the location of the study (e.g., laboratory vs. field); (Rejection Code: NO LOCATION)
- The paper does not report a biological effect on live, whole organisms; (Rejection Code: NO IN-VITRO)
- The paper does not report the species that was tested; and this species can be verified in a reliable source; (Rejection Code: NO SPECIES)
- The paper does not report effects associated with exposure to a single chemical. (Rejection Code: NO MIXTURE). It should be noted that all papers including data on pesticide mixtures are considered.

Additionally, efficacy studies on target species are excluded and coded as NO TARGET.

Data that originated from the OPP Pesticide Ecotoxicity Database is coded as NO EFED. These data are already available to the chemical team.
Excluded

   Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Cause-Specific Mortality Among Employees of the Chevron Chemical Company Facility at Richmond With Cover
   Letter Dated 020884. Epa/ots; doc #fyi-0284-0295.
   Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

   Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

   Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

   Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

   Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

   Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

   Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

   205-213 1979 (16 references).
   Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

   Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

1983). Formation of hydroxyl radicals from the paraquat radical cation... : Ramsay Richmond and Barry Halliwell
   Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: FATE.

   pharmaco 107: 482-493.
   Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

   Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

   Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

**Chem Codes:** Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


**Chem Codes:** Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


**Chem Codes:** Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


**Chem Codes:** Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

1998). Paraquat cytotoxicity to murine fibroblasts is enhanced by endogenous and exogenous production of nitric oxide . . Depts Anesthesiology, Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics, and the UAB Center for Free Radical Biology, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, AL; Depts of Pharmacology and Surgery, University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, Pittsburgh, PA. *Free Radical Biology and Medicine* 25: S57.

**Chem Codes:** Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


**Chem Codes:** Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


**Chem Codes:** Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


**Chem Codes:** Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


**Chem Codes:** Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


**Chem Codes:** Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


**Chem Codes:** Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Protecting Endangered Species: Interim Measures, Avery County, North Carolina. *Govt reports announcements & index (gra&i), issue 23, 2092.*

**Chem Codes:** Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.


**Chem Codes:** Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH,HUMAN HEALTH.

[Reports on Medico-Legal Data From the Massive-Investigation Performed by the Medico-Legal Society of Japan--

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Touching up the Paraquat Picture. Food cosmet toxicol. 1972, oct; 10(5):700-5. [Food and cosmetics toxicology]: Food Cosmet Toxicol.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: INHALE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH,METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: YEAST.

Chem Codes: EcoReference No.: 101092
Chemical of Concern: PAQT,GYP,GFS Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: MIXTURE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: INHALE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO, MODELING.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Almog, C. and Seigelbaum, Y. (Paraquat Poisoning in Israel. *Harefuah* 89(9): 400-403 1974.. 
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

[Br British medical journal]: Br Med J. 
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

[Anticancer research]: Anticancer Res. 
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Angevine, L. S. and Mehendale, H. M. (Chlorphentermine Uptake by Rabbit Lung Slices. *Toxicology* 16(2): 139-152 1980 (26 references)
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Anonymous ( How Paraquat Gets Into the Lung. *New sci.64(927):* 797; 1974.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: SURVEY.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NO TOX DATA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Arany, I., Rady, P., Bojan, F., and Kertai, P. ( Effects of Urethane, Dimethylnitrosamine, Paraquat, and Butylated Hydroxytoluene on the Aerobic Lactic Acid Production of Mouse Lung and on the Activity of the Key Enzymes of Glycolysis. Egeszsegudomany 23(2): 142-146 1979 (20 references).  
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT  Rejection Code: NO CONC.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NO TOXICANT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NO TOXICANT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: INHALE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH, IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: YEAST.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA, YEAST.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT,IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Barstad, J. A. B. (Pesticides and Heavy Metals as Food Contaminants. *Arch. Toxicol. (Spl1): 47-54 1978 (8 references).*

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW,FOOD.

Bartha, R. (Pesticide Residues in Humus. *Asm news 46(7): 356-360 1980 (22 references).*

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: FATE,REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: SURVEY,INCIDENT.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: MODELING.


Chem Codes: EcoReference No.: 64105

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PIM,MOM,TBO,EFV,DM,MB,TCF,PPHN,ADC,AZ,CBL,DZ,FNT,ES,PMR,DU,ATZ,GYP,PAQT,BMN, SZ,CPY,DDVP,TDC,BDC,PFF  Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PIM,MOM,TBO,EFV,DM,MB,TCF,PPHN,ADC,AZ,CBL,DZ,FNT,ES,PMR,DU,ATZ,GYP,PAQT,BMN, SZ,CPY,DDVP,TDC,BDC  Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PIM,MOM,TBO,EFV,DM,MB,TCF,PPHN,ADC,AZ,CBL,DZ,FNT,ES,PMR,DU,ATZ,GYP,PAQT,BMN, SZ,CPY,DDVP,TDC,BDC  Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PIM,MOM,TBO,EFV,DM,MB,TCF,PPHN,ADC,AZ,CBL,DZ,FNT,ES,PMR,DU,ATZ,GYP,PAQT,BMN, SZ,CPY,DDVP,TDC,BDC  Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: FATE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REFS CHECKED/REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: MIXTURE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: LNR,ACR,ATZ,PAQT  Rejection Code: NO DURATION/SURVEY.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: LNR,ACR,ATZ,PAQT  Rejection Code: NO DURATION/SURVEY.

Berencsi, G. and Fodre, Z. (Data on the Lung-Specific Effect of Paraquat With Regard to the Bcg Vaccination of Guinea Pig. Egeszsegtdudomany 20: 172-174 1976..
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Berencsi, G., Nagymajit&Eacute, and Nyi, L. (Pulmonary Injury of Mice Produced by Chronically Peroral Treatment With Different Substances (Author's Transl). Zentralbl bakteriol [orig b]. 1977, may;

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO (BASED ON SUBSEQUENT PAPER BY THESE AUTHORS DESCRIBING METHOD).


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: Cd,Zn,Fe,Mn,MXC,24DB,PAQT,CAP,MZB,DDT  Rejection Code: NO DURATION.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS?


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: MODELING.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: SURVEY, INCIDENT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: MIXTURE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: YEAST.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NO TOXICANT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BIOLOGICAL TOXICANT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT,CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NO TOXICANT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW,BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS,NO TOX DATA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes : Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: ETHN,24D,ATZ,PQT,TFN  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO,MIXTURE,HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: YEAST.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: YEAST.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: YEAST.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: ACP,ADC,AZ,CBL,CFB,CYP,DCTP,DTM,FMV,MLN,MTD,OMG,MOM,MP,PMR,BMY,Captan,CBX,CLNB,CTN,MZB,Mane,TM,PTM,DMB,OY,Z,ACF,CZE,DSMA,PPN,TBC,TFN,24D,24DB,ACR,BT,DU,GP,LNR,MFD,MTL,MTL,NFZ,PAQT,PM,MSMA,NPM,ODZ,SPS,TXP,PNB,TBA,TPE,SZ,FMU,MBZ  Rejection Code: REFS CHECKED/REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: TFN,PAQT  Rejection Code: MODELING.


**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: MODELING.


**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.


**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: FATE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: INHALE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: INHALE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT  Rejection Code: YEAST.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: ATZ,PQT  Rejection Code: MODELING.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT,CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REFS CHECKED/REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: FATE,MODELING.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: FOOD.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT,BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW,BACTERIA.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT, IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW,CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: YEAST.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA,YEAST.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: MODELING,HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: EcoReference No.: 85459

Chemical of Concern: ATZ,24DXY,PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chevron, M. ( Protection Against Free Radical-Induced and Transition Metal-Mediated Damage: the Use of


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: SURVEY,MIXTURE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: INCIDENT,SURVEY.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW, IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: FATE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT Rejection Code: FATE/MIXTURE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW, FOOD.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: INHALE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: EcoReference No.: 91225 Chemical of Concern: TNM,TSF,THFM,RIM,PSF,PSM,TSF,MTSM,CSF,CRM,BSFM,IZT,IMQ,IZP,IXZ,IMBM,SMM,TFN,TPZ,SZ,ACO,ACR,AMTAL,ATZ,BMC,BMN,CZE,DCPA,LNR,MTAS,MBX,MLT,PAQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: TNM,TSF,THFM,RIM,PSF,PSM,TSF,MTSM,CSF,CRM,BSFM,IZT,IMQ,IZP,IXZ,IMBM,SMM,TFN
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes : Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT,BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW,MODELING.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: Maneb, PAQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: Maneb, PQT Rejection Code: REFS CHECKED/REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: Maneb, PQT Rejection Code: REFS CHECKED/REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT, IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: 24DXY, PZM, PAQT Rejection Code: MIXTURE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: FATE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT,24DXYBEE Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: INCIDENT,SURVEY.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT Rejection Code: NO CONC.


[Paediatrica indonesiana]: Paediatr Indones.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: EcoReference No.: 75530

Chemical of Concern: MCPA,GYP,MBZ,DFQ,SZ,PPN,PAQT,DFP,CMZ,BSF,SXD,PHMD,IZP Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern:

MCPA,GYP,MBZ,DFQ,SZ,PPN,PAQT,DFP,CMZ,BSF,SXD,PHMD,IZP Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT,IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Davies, R. E. (1976, apr 14; 83(561):244-5. [The new zealand medical journal]: N Z Med J.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Dawson, J. R., Norbeck, K., Anundi, I., Mold&Ecute, and Us, P. (1990). The Effectiveness of N-Acetylcyesteine in...
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT,BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Debey, Pascale, Land, Edward J., Santus, Rene, and Swallow, A. John (1979-). Electron transfer from pyridinyl

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: BMN, DBN, EDT, PAQT, PCL, PPN Rejection Code: NO TOX DATA.


Chem Codes: EcoReference No.: 61796 Chemical of Concern: ACR, PCH, PPN, DBN, PHMD, TRB, PAQT, TFN, ATZ, PMT, SZ, FMU Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: ATZ, MCPA, ACR, DBN, PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: EcoReference No.: 89539 Rejection Code: REFS CHECKED/REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA,VIRUS.


Chemical of Concern: ATZ, PAQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW,FOOD.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: INCIDENT,SURVEY.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Douce, R., Job, D., and Joyard, J. (New Approaches About Crop Protection: Towards the Creation of New Herbicides and Transgenic Plants Resistant to Herbicides. Comptes rendus de l'academie d'agriculture de france; 81 (6). 1995. 47-62. Ab - biosis copyright: biol abs. The impressive increases in crop productivity achieved over the last forty years have largely resulted from the use of herbicides. In this article we describe the mode of action of various known herbicides as well as new approaches for the design of chemicals behaving as herbicides. Resistance conferred by the transfer of engineered genes encoding either less-susceptible proteins or enzyme capable to metabolize the herbicide is also described.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: INHALE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: INHALE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: INHALE,HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: INHALE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO, MODELING.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: MIXTURE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REFS CHECKED/REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW, INCIDENT, SURVEY.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA, IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Eisler, R. ([Cumulative Index to Chemicals and to Common and Scientific Names of Species Listed in Contaminant Hazard Reviews 1 Through 34. *Govt reports announcements & index* (gra&i), issue 16, 2000).
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: EcoReference No.: 36559
Chemical of Concern:
PRN,MP,MLN,DEM,DMT,PRT,PPH,AND,PYN,24DXY,DdT,EDB,MLH,PAQT,PCP,CBL,PCH,HPT, CBF,ADC,THM,Ziram,DU,LNR,AMTL,AZ,ACL,ACY,TBR,CCA,ATZ,TFN,DNT,DdT,PCL,DMB,DZ,T XP,CHD,EN,DOD,MB,HCC,Captan,PYT,DU  Rejection Code: REFS CHECKED/REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: AND,DDT,DZ,DLD,ES,EN,HCC,MLN,PAQT,PRN,TXP  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW,ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: YEAST.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: RODE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW,HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.
**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

[Chest]: Chest.**  
**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW,HUMAN HEALTH.

**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW,HUMAN HEALTH,FOOD.

**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO,MODELING.

**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PAQT Rejection Code: NO SPECIES.

**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS,HUMAN HEALTH.

**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: MLX,NFZ,PAQT  Rejection Code: MIXTURE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW,FATE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: FATE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: FATE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW,FATE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA,FATE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Ficheroulle, X., Macquet, M., Rogeaux, Y., and Macquet, V. (Fatal Fibrosing Interstitial Pneumopathy of
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: TCDD,PAQT,EED Rejection Code: IN VITRO/MIXTURE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT,IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Fordel, E., Thijs, L., Martinet, W., Lenjou, M., Laufs, T., Van Bockstaele, D., Moens, L., and Dewilde, S. (

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: YEAST.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: YEAST.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: FATE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: FATE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: FATE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: FATE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern:
V,Mo,Se,Fe,Cr,As,Al,Zn,Pb,Ni,Mn,Hg,Fe,Co,Cd,Ba,Cu,Ag,ATZ,DMB,CZE,24DXY,EPTC,ACR,PQT,BT
Y,TFN,Maneb,Captan,DZ,MLN  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA,YEAST.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQY  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQY  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQY  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQY  Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQY  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQY  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQY  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQY  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQY  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQY  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Fujita, K. (1973). Cases of Chemical Burn of Cornea by a Herbicide, 1,1’s,-Dimethyl-4,4’-Bipyridinium Dichloride (Paraquat Dichloride). *Nippon noson igakkai zasshi (J. Jap. Ass. Rural med.)* 22(3): 194-195; 1973 ab - pestab the author describes four cases of severe keratoconjunctivitis caused by accidental contact of
paraquat dichloride with external eye parts, which required prolonged treatment. The first case was caused by drops of 24% technical paraquat dichloride splashed into the eyes. After quick rinsing of the eyes, the patient was admitted to the hospital with subjective symptoms of impaired vision (0.6 of normal) and severe pain in the eyes. Clinical findings were ophthalmomalpebral conjunctivitis, severe hyperemia of eyes, marked edema of bulbar conjunctiva, and overall erosion of cornea, with slight redness of skin of the eye lids. Corneal sensation was reduced. No damage was found in the anterior chamber and vitreous body, suggesting the chemical burn did not reach the deeper parts. The keratoconjunctivitis disappeared almost completely after two months, but slight hyperemia remained. The corneal erosion disappeared after one week, and subjective symptoms were improved after two weeks. The second and third cases were caused by contact with a 50-fold diluted solution. The second case was the most serious and recovery most prolonged, probably because of insufficient rinsing and failure to seek medical attention for two days. The fourth case was caused by 24% technical material, but symptoms were slight, probably due to washing the eyes immediately under tap water. In accordance with the manufacturer's recommendations, patients were treated with general and topical application of antibiotics. An ocular ointment for corneal erosion and anesthetic eye drops for severe eye pain are recommended. It is hoped that in at least one's own garden the weeds would be pulled out by hand.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH,HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Fuke, C., Arao, T., Morinaga, Y., Takaesu, H., Ameno, K., and Miyazaki, T. (Analysis of Paraquat, Diquat and

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: INCIDENT,SURVEY,HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: MONKEY.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: MONKEY.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: MONKEY.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Gabbianelli, R., Ferri, A., Rotilio, G., Carr&Igrave, and Mt ( Aberrant Copper Chemistry as a Major Mediator of Oxidative Stress in a Human Cellular Model of Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis. *J neurochem. 1999, sep;*


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: FATE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: MONKEY, IN VITRO.


[Biofactors (oxford, england)]: Biofactors.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Pathol res pract 182: 493.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: INCIDENT,SURVEY.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW,HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NO CONC/NO DURATION.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: MODELING.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT  Rejection Code: REFS CHECKED/REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: INHALE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: FATE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: FATE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT Rejection Code: MIXTURE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT,AZ,FNV,CBL,PSM Rejection Code: MIXTURE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT, LNR Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: FATE, CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT/NO PURSUING.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT Rejection Code: NO SPECIES.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: HgCl2,AsTO,PAQT,NCTN,MLN,SFL,PL,ETHN,MOL,EGY,FeS7H Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: HgCl2,AsTO,PAQT,NCTN,MLN,SFL,PL,ETHN,MOL,EGY,FeS7H Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Isolated Alveolar Type II Cells Exposed in-Vitro to Paraquat and Hyperoxia. Biochem j 245: 119-126.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Haley, T. J. (1979). Review of the Toxicology of Paraquat (1,1'-Dimethyl-4,4'-bipyridinium Chloride).
Chem Codes: EcoReference No.: 107552
Chemical of Concern: PAQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW,FATE.

Chem Codes : Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW,METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Han, J. S. ( Effects of Various Chemical Compounds on Spontaneous and Hydrogen Peroxide-Induced Reversion in Strain Ta104 of Salmonella Typhimurium. Mutat res. 1992, apr; 266(2):77-84. [Mutation research]: Mutat Res.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Hanawa, M., Fujisawa, M., Akimoto, Y., Oishi, M., Kobayashi, H., Osuji, H., Nishida, S., Kitahara, K., and Otani, T. ( An Autopsy Record of Interstitial Pneumonia Due to Acute Intoxication by Paraquat Dichloride. Nippon naika gakkai zasshi (j.:Jpn. Soc. Int. Med.) 66(11): 1597-1598 1977 ab - pestab. A case involving a 32 year old housewife who swallowed 15 ml of a 24% formulation of paraquat dichloride on june 17, 1976 with suicidal intent was described. Digestive system symptoms such as vomiting appeared just after intake. Steroids and a laxative were given after the cause of poisoning was discovered. Pyrexia, edema, and cyanosis appeared beginning on june 22, with the bun rising to 100 mg/dl; then the patient was transferred to the authors' hospital. At the time, crepitant rales were heard on the lower left lung. The ers was 97 mm/h, wbc 11700 (neutrophils, 94%), got 47, ldh 535, alkaline phosphatase 41 units, creatinine 7.7 Mg/dl and pat02 and pac03 23 and 28 mmhg, respectively. Renal disturbance was restored with large amounts of steroids and diuretics. Comfortable sleep became impossible on july 7 due to gasping. The chest x-ray revealed frosted glass-like and cord-like shadows in both lower lung fields. The patient showed a slight response to 60 mg/d of prednisolone; however, she died suddenly on july 23. Left pneumothorax was revealed after death. At autopsy, thickening of the alveolar septum (slighter proliferation of fibrocytes), degeneration and hemorrhage of kidney tubules, adrenal atrophy, and degeneration of the central vein of the liver were recognized. In japan, this is the fourth case of interstitial pneumonia due to paraquat dichloride. Foam cells were not observed in this case.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: FATE.


Hansen, L. (Research and Experimentation With Reduced Soil Cultivation in Denmark. Scandinavian association of agricultural scientists on reduced cultivation seminar, hornsens, denmark, february 9-11, 1988. Sver lantbruksuniv uppsala inst markvetenskap rapp jordbearbetningsavdelningen 0: 8-16.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO, NO EFFECT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH, INCIDENT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW,HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NO TOXICANT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: FATE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Haskovcov&Aacute and I (Ultrastructural Changes on the Alveolar Surface in Experimental Respiratory Distress
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: YEAST.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT,CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: FATE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Heiser, I., Muhr, A., and Elstner, E. F. ( Production of Oh-Radical-Type Oxidant by Lucigenin. Z naturforsch [c].


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: MIXTURE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH,REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: FATE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: NO TOXICANT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: HOX,PAQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: HOX,PAQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Protects Rat Alveolar Type II Cells Against Paraquat-Induced Cytotoxicity. *Toxicology letters (shannon)* 84: 7-12.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Hoffmann, O. L. (Herbicide Antidotes: Concept to Crop. *Chemtech 8(8): 488-492 1978 (21 references).*

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: EcoReference No.: 26098
Chemical of Concern: AMTL,PAQT,24D,PCL  Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: FATE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes : Chemical of Concern: BT,ACF,FZFB,PAQT,LNR,ACR,GYP,PQT  Rejection Code: MIXTURE.


Howard, J. K. (Dermal Exposure to Paraquat. *Lancet (8073): 1100 1978 (11 references).*


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: MIXTURE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH, IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NO SPECIES (DEAD).


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: YEAST.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Iakushko, V. E., Rodionov, G. A., Nad'ma&#301, Teni, L., and Ovsianikova, L. M. (Biochemical and

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.


[Archives of toxicology]: Arch Toxicol.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NO TOX DATA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA,YEAST.


Chem Codes: EcoReference No.: 73432  Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NO TOXICANT.

Ismail, S. O., Paramchuk, W., Skeiky, Y. A., Reed, S. G., Bhatia, A., and Gedamu, L. ( Molecular Cloning and

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NO TOX DATA,BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: MIXTURE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: YEAST.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: INCIDENT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHO;DS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT,IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.
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Katsurada, K. ( [Brain Death in Secondary Brain Lesion]. No to shinkei. 1983, sep; 35(9):927-34. [No to shinkei = brain and nerve]: No To Shinkei.
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of 24% paraquat dichloride is described. Nausea and vomiting occurred 1-2 hr after uptake followed by upper abdominal pain and jaundice. When oliguria and raised bun were observed, peritoneal perfusion was performed to improve the amount of urine. From the 10th hospital day, dyspnea and diffuse density in both lungs appeared. On the day 15 he died of respiratory failure. Findings upon autopsy included a strong image of interstitial pneumonia, stagnation of bile and cellular denaturation in the liver, denaturation of proximal tubules with interstitial edema in the kidney, infiltration of cells showing non-specific acute renal failure, and a partial lack of the mucosal layer and inflammatory cellular infiltration of the esophagus. Although the acute renal failure could be treated, the specific, so-called "paraquat-lung" could not be prevented.
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Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT,IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH,METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: ETN,PPHD,ACR,BMY,GYP,CTN,MOM,PAQT,BFT,FST,AMTL,CHD,Folpet,TBT  Rejection Code: NO DURATION/NO SPECIES.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: ETN,PPHD,ACR,BMY,GYP,CTN,MOM,PAQT,BFT,FST,AMTL,CHD,Folpet,TBT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: 4AP,ADC,AND,AZ,CBF,CHD,CPY,DEM,DZ,DDVP,DCTP,DLD,DMT,DS,ES,EN,FNT,FNTH,FNF,HPT ,IFP,MLN,MCB,MOM,MP,MVP,PAQT,PRN,PRT,PPHD,PPX,STAR,STCH,TMP,TCF,24DXY,ACP ,ADC,BDC,BDF,CBL,CBF,CHD,CPY,CPYM,DZM,DZ,DLD,DMT,DINO,EN,HCC,MTM,MDT,OMD, OXD,TDC,TPM,THM Rejection Code: MODELING.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: 4AP,ADC,AND,AZ,CBF,CHD,CPY,DEM,DZ,DDVP,DCTP,DLD,DMT,DS,ES,EN,FNT,FNTH,FNF,HPT ,IFP,MLN,MCB,MOM,MP,MVP,PAQT,PRN,PRT,PPHD,PPX,STAR,STCH,TMP,TCF,24DXY,ACP ,ADC,BDC,BDF,CBL,CBF,CHD,CPY,CPYM,DZM,DZ,DLD,DMT,DINO,EN,HCC,MTM,MDT,OMD, OXD,TDC,TPM,THM Rejection Code: MODELING.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Lutz-Ostertag, Y. and Henou, C. ( Paraquat: Embryonic Mortality and Effects on Pulmonary Apparatus of Chicken

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT, IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT, ATZ  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO, HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT, ATZ  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

[Scandinavian journal of respiratory diseases]: Scand J Respir Dis.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH,METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: SZ,NPP,PQT,NH  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Mangano, Emily N. and Hayley, Shawn (Inflammatory priming of the substantia nigra influences the impact of later paraquat exposure: Neuroimmune sensitization of neurodegeneration. Neurobiology of Aging In Press, Corrected Proof.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Martens, M. A. and Heyndrickx, A. (Determination of Paraquat in Urine by Pyrolysis Gas Chromatography. *J.*
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NO TOXICANT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PbN Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: FATE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: MONKEY.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW, SURVEY.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: MCPB,AMTL,PAQT,PCL,DMB,DPP1,24DB,MCPA,MCPP Rejection Code: REFS CHECKED/REVIEW.


Meerbach, W., Gr&Auml, and Bner, R. ([Lung Alterations After Paraquat Poisoning (Author's Transl)]. *Exp pathol*
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: MIXTURE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW, INHALE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO, QSAR.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: FATE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: INCIDENT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA,IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: HXZ,PAQT,DU,24DXY  Rejection Code: REFS CHECKED/REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT,BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: FATE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: FATE.

Mito, K., Hayashi, Y., Dallimunthe, D., Tsubota, M., Har, H., Kawate, K., Nishimoto, Y., and Takashina, S. (

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Monteiro-Riviere, N. A. ( Use of the Isolated Perfused Skin Model in Dermatotoxicology. (Reannouncement With New Availability Information). *Govt reports announcements & index (gr&i), issue 06, 2096.*


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Morito, T., Wada, H., Kinoshita, N., Morita, N., Yamaguchi, T., Okuda, H., Hayashi, H., Nakano, M., and Shuzui, T. (An Autopsy Case of Paraquat Poisoning. *Mie igaku (J. Med. Mie prefect. Univ.) 23(4): 518-521 1980 (21 references) ab - pestab. A 29-yr-old man committed suicide by ingesting about 2000 ml of a paraquat formulation. He was hospitalized shortly thereafter with slightly clouded consciousness, redness and erosion of the oral cavity and pharynx, and low blood pressure. Biochemical data on hospital day 2 indicated severe damage to the liver and kidneys; bun, 23.5; Creatinine, 3.2; Gpt, 29; and got, 78. Liver and kidney functions were worse on day 3. Blood gas analysis suggested an a-c block and metabolic acidosis. The chest x-ray was not abnormal. The patient died on day 3. Autopsy revealed denaturation of the kidney tubules, fatty degeneration with slight stagnation of liver hepatic cells, pulmonary edema, diffuse infiltration of neutrophils in the lung, hemorrhagic necrotic foci with exfoliation of the alveolar epithelium, swollen zona glomerulosa and atrophy and necrosis of the zona fasciculata.*
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Moya Rosa, E. J., Fontaine Figueredo, F., Pila P&Eacute, Rez, R., Pila Pel&Aacute, and Ez, R. (An Unusual Case...

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: YEAST, DRUG.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: YEAST.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA, FATE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


M&Ndez--lvarez, Sebast&ln, Rnfenacht, Karin, and Eggen, Rik I. L. (2000-). The Oxidative Stress-Sensitive yap1 Null Strain of Saccharomyces cerevisiae Becomes Resistant Due to Increased Carotenoid Levels upon the Introduction of the Chlamydomonas reinhardtii cDNA, Coding for the 60S Ribosomal Protein L10a. *Biochemical and Biophysical Research Communications* 267: 953-959.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT,CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT,CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: UREA,PAQT Rejection Code: NO SPECIES.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: UREA,PAQT Rejection Code: NO EFFECT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: FATE, BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: FOOD.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT,DDT,ES Rejection Code: INHALE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO, MIXTURE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW, IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


[Human & experimental toxicology]: Hum Exp Toxicol.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Nenov, V. D., Marinov, P., Sabeva, I., and Nenov, D. S. (Current Applications of Plasmapheresis in Clinical Toxicology. Nephrol dial transplant. 2003, jul; 18 suppl 5:v56-8. [Nephrology, dialysis, transplantation :
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: YEAST.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT  Rejection Code: NO TOX DATA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Ngugi, G. and Mbaria, G. (Sustainability in Agricultural Development: Evaluation of Environmental Impacts of Large-Scale Coffee Enterprises in Kiamba Division, Central Kenya. *International journal of environmental health research;* 5 (1). 1995. 7-17. Ab - biosis copyright: biol abs. This paper presents crucial highlights of a study carried out to assess the sustainability of large-scale coffee production in kiamba division of central kenya. The result show that to maintain, and probably increase on the 1991 average production of 140 metric tonnes requires the application of massive quantities of increasingly expensive fertilizers and potent biocides. Secondly, the acquisition of success and attainment of abnormal profits in the estates demand lowly-paid labour (mean, ksh 770 or us $11 per month). The effects are a poisoned environment on one hand and severely exploited employees who, out of the sheer need for survival, have to live and work within this environment. The paper recommends a re-assessment of land acquisition policies to enable widespread participation of the local population in multi-crop farming and a review of agricultural policies to provide stipulations on what agricultural production practices ought to be adopted in different eco.  
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Nicotera, T. M. and Bardin, S. (Electrochemical Detection of 8-Hydroxy-2-Deoxyguanosine Levels in Cellular


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

nis-Oliveira, Ricardo, de Pinho, Paula Guedes, Ferreira, Antonio César Silva, Silva, Artur, Afonso, Carlos, de Lourdes Bastos, Maria, Remílio, Fernando, Duarte, Josã Alberto, and Carvalho, Fôllix (2008-). Chemical reactivity of paraquat with the previously validated antidote, sodium salicylate. *Toxicology Letters* 180: S166.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

nis-Oliveira, Ricardo Jorge, Sousa, Carla, Remílio, Fernando, Duarte, Josã, Ferreira, Rita, Sbñchez-Navarro, Amparo, Bastos, Maria Lourdes, and Carvalho, Fôllix (2007-). Dexamethasone treatment decreases the pathological effects and increases the survival rate of paraquat-intoxicated rats. *Toxicology Letters* 172: S65.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: YEAST.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT Rejection Code: NO CONC.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes : Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: INCIDENT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT,Zn  Rejection Code: IN VITRO/NUTRIENT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.
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Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: INCIDENT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: INHALE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: YEAST.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: FATE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: GYPI, PAQT  Rejection Code: NO SPECIES.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: GYPI, PAQT  Rejection Code: FATE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: GYPI, PAQT  Rejection Code: FATE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: Maneb, PQT  Rejection Code: MIXTURE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: Maneb, PQT  Rejection Code: MIXTURE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: Maneb, PQT  Rejection Code: MIXTURE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: Fe,DQTBr,HOX,PAQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO/NO DURATION.


**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO, METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: MIXTURE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: FATE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: FOOD.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: INHALE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: FATE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NO TOXICANT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NO TOXICANT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BIOLOGICAL TOXICANT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Schuster, R., Erkelenz, I., and Romatowski, H. J. (Early Pattern of Pulmonary Fibrosis Following Administration of Cytostatics and Intoxication by Paraquat. *Roentgen bl. 34(9): 338-341 1981 (12 references).*

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: ACP,ATZ,GYP,HXZ,PCL,AZ,TCF,PQT,FNT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: ACP,ATZ,GYP,HXZ,PCL,AZ,TCF,PQT,FNT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: MONKEY.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: INHALE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


*Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.*


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: SURVEY.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: INHALE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: MIXTURE,INHALE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: INHALE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: INHALE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: FATE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: SURVEY.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: MIXTURE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: MODELING, DRUG.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: FATE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: FATE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: FOOD.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: EcoReference No.: 92229
Chemical of Concern:
TBA,PPX,RIM,PRN,PAQT,MTL,HCCF,IPD,IZP,HPT,CBF,ACR,AMTR,BMN,BTC,CMZ,CZE,CMX,24
DXY,DMB,ETU,FZF  Rejection Code: METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern:
TBA,PPX,RIM,PRN,PAQT,MTL,HCCF,IPD,IZP,HPT,CBF,ACR,AMTR,BMN,BTC,CMZ,CZE,CMX,24
DXY,DMB,ETU,FZF  Rejection Code: METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Shiga, T., Kurisaki, E., and Nagamori, H. ( Effects of a Herbicide, Paraquat or Diquat, on Cultured Human Fetal


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH, IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: TBF,PAQT  Rejection Code: NO SPECIES.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: YEAST.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ATRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Smith, L. L., Wyatt, I., and Rose, M. S. (Factors Affecting the Efflux of Paraquat From Rat Lung Slices. Toxicology. 1981; 19(3):197-207. [Toxicology]: Toxicology.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO,REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: EcoReference No.: 38826
Chemical of Concern: PAQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: FATE,BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: FATE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: METHODS.


[Archives of biochemistry and biophysics]: Arch Biochem Biophys.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: FATE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: FATE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: FOOD.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: FOOD.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: FATE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: FATE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: FATE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH, IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: EcoReference No.: 79302  Chemical of Concern: ATZ,PQT,24DXY  Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: FATE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: CLP,PAQT,MLN,CBF,DU,PRT,Naled,MOM,MDT,ETN,ES,DMT,DZ,CPY,AZ,PPHD,PSM,PMR,PRN,CP,ACP,TFN,ODZ,LNR,ATZ,ACR,TPM,SSZ,PMT,Captan,CTN,Folpet,MZB,Maneb,MEM,Zineb,DDVP,HCCH,BMY,DINO,PNB,TBA,24DXY,MFD,MTL,OLY  Rejection Code: NO TOX DATA.


Stringham, E. G., Candido, E. P. M., and Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry, Pensacola (USA) (1992). Use of Transgenic Strains of the Nematode Caenorhabditis Elegans as Biological Monitors of

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQ  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQ  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQ  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQ  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQ  Rejection Code: YEAST.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQ  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQ  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQ  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQ  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: INHALE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: INHALE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: INHALE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NO CONC.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: ATZ,MTC,PAQT,MCPB,PCP  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: ATZ,MTC,PAQT,MCPB,PCP  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Tanaka, R. (Stimulation of Dna Synthesis and Cell Division by Paraquat in Cultured Cells. *57th general meeting of

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: FATE,SURVEY.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW,CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Thakar, J. H., Hassan, M. N., and Grimes, J. D. (1986). In-Vitro Effects of 1 Methyl-4-Phenyl-1,2,3,6-Tetrahydropyridine (Mptp), Cyperquat (Mpp+), and Paraquat on Isolated Mitochondria From Rat Striatum, Cortex and Liver. 16th annual meeting of the society for neuroscience, part 1, washington, d.c., Usa, nov. 9-14, 1986. Soc neurosci abstr 12: 90.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Thakar, J. H., Hassan, M. N., and Grimes, J. D. (1986). In-Vitro Effects of 1 Methyl-4-Phenyl-1,2,3,6-Tetrahydropyridine and the Related Compounds Paraquat and Cyperquat on Oxidative Phosphorylation of Mitochondria From Rat Cortex Striatum and Liver. 16th annual meeting of the society for neuroscience, part 1, washington, d.c., Usa, nov. 9-14, 1986. Soc neurosci abstr 12: 90.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: Maneb,PAQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: FATE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: EcoReference No.: 73770
Chemical of Concern: MTL,ATZ,PAQT,GYP  Rejection Code: MIXTURE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: MIXTURE.

Chem Codes: EcoReference No.: 89155
Chemical of Concern: ACY,PMA,NPM,AND,AMTL,AS,ATZ,HCCH,Captan,CHD,CLP,24DXY,DDT,DDVP,DZ,DLD,DMT,D S,DU,ANZ,EDT,EN,FBM,AZ,HPT,MLN,MLH,MCPCA,MCX,MB,Nabam,PAQT,PRN,PCP,PRT,MPD,PP HD,PBT,PRO,PPZ  Rejection Code : REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: FATE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

[Hepatology (baltimore, md.): Hepatology].  
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

[Planta]: Planta.  
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: GYP,PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT  Rejection Code: INHALE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: YEAST.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: SZ,DMB,DPDP,GYP,PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW,HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: SURVEY.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS,IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH, IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: INHALE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH, REVIEW.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: FATE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: FOOD.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: AZX,CBD,CTN,CuOH,Cu2O,DCF,FZN,IVC,MZB,DMH,TBA,ACP,CPY,DMT,CYH,MTM,ALSV,PRT,
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: YEAST.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NO TOXICANT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Vettorazzi, F. G. (State of the Art of the Toxicological Evaluation Carried Out by the Joint Fao Expert Committee

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


**Chem Codes:** Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


**Chem Codes:** Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


**Chem Codes:** Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


**Chem Codes:** Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


**Chem Codes:** Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


**Chem Codes:** Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: FATE.


**Chem Codes:** Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


**Chem Codes:** Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


**Chem Codes:** Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


**Chem Codes:** Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


**Chem Codes:** Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


**Chem Codes:** Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: YEAST.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: TBC,BTC,PAQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: GYP,24DXY,PAQT  Rejection Code: NO SPECIES.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: EcoReference No.: 83831

Chemical of Concern: DBN,DMB,ASAC,ACR,ATZ,DZ,AND,AMTL,CBL,CBF,CZE,24DXY,DDT,DLD,DU,ES,EN,FMU,FNF, HPT,LNR,MXC,PRN,MBZ,MLT,MSMA,PAQT,PRT,PCL,PMT,PCH,PPZ,SZ,TXP,TFN  Rejection Code: FATE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: DBN,DMB,ASAC,ACR,ATZ,DZ,AND,AMTL,CBL,CBF,CZE,24DXY,DDT,DLD,DU,ES,EN,FMU,FNF, HPT,LNR,MXC,PRN,MBZ,MLT,MSMA,PAQT,PRT,PCL,PMT,PCH,PPZ,SZ,TXP,TFN  Rejection Code: FATE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: FATE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NO TOX DATA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: SURVEY.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: FATE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: SURVEY.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: MTPN,MP,PQT  Rejection Code: REFS CHECKED/REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW,BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: REVIEW.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Wong, P., Floyd, R. A., Gibson, D., Mecay, P. B., and Chevion, M. (Direct Evidence for the Involvement of Free


**Chem Codes**: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Enhancement of Spirulina Subsalsa Tolerance to Pb by Pretreatment of Paraquat and HSub(2)O Sub(2)O.
Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: INHALE.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH, CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH, HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT  Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: ABSTRACT, IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT, TFN, CBL, ES, EFV, CTN Rejection Code: MIXTURE.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.

Yoshihiko, Oyanagui (1977-). Stimulatory effect of platinum (iv) ion on the production of superoxide radical from xanthine oxidase and macrophages. *Biochemical Pharmacology* 26: 473-476.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PAQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.

Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: NON-ENGLISH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: SURVEY.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: REVIEW.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: BACTERIA.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: HUMAN HEALTH.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: IN VITRO.


Chem Codes: Chemical of Concern: PQT Rejection Code: CHEM METHODS.


Applicable Studies Reviewed but Not Coded


EcoReference No.: 104576
Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BCM; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


EcoReference No.: 104496
Chemical of Concern: ATP,PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BCM; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 107629
Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: GRO,MOR,BCM; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


EcoReference No.: 104656
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: PHY,CEL,BCM; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 104497
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: MOR,CEL,REP; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 107677
Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: POP; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


EcoReference No.: 107071
Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: PHY,MOR; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


EcoReference No.: 104498
Chemical of Concern: PQT, CBNDO; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: PHY; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


EcoReference No.: 104989
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BEH, PHY, CEL; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 104658
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: PHY; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 104522
Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: MOR, REP, CEL; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


EcoReference No.: 104523
Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: MOR, REP; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


EcoReference No.: 104741
Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: GRO, CEL, BCM; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


EcoReference No.: 104381
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BEH, PHY; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 105258
Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: CEL, MOR, ACC, BEH, GRO, BCM; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


EcoReference No.: 36029
Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BCM, MOR; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


EcoReference No.: 104527  
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BCM,MOR; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 107500  
Chemical of Concern: DQTBr,PQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: MOR,GRO; Rejection Code: OK(DQTBr,PQT).


EcoReference No.: 104526  
Chemical of Concern: PQT,HOX; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: MOR,BCM,CEL; Rejection Code: OK(PQT,HOX).


EcoReference No.: 104524  
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: PHY,ACC; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 104525  
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BEH,ACC,GRO; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 108011  
Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: ACC,BCM,CEL,PHY; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


EcoReference No.: 108009  
Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BCM,CEL; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


EcoReference No.: 108010
Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BCM, CEL, MOR, GRO; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


EcoReference No.: 107519
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BCM; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 104520
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: GRO, BEH, ACC, CEL, BCM; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 104521
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BCM, PHY, GRO; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 104519
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: GRO, BCM; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 108213
Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BCM; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


EcoReference No.: 68778
Chemical of Concern: DU, PAQT, ACF, OXF; Habitat: AT; Effect Codes: BCM, PHY, MOR; Rejection Code: LITE EVAL CODED(OXF, DU).


EcoReference No.: 106494
Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: CEL; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


EcoReference No.: 105257
Chemical of Concern: PQT, CTC; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: GRO, MOR, ACC, BCM, BEH; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).

EcoReference No.: 104518
Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: MOR,BCM,GRO,PHY; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


EcoReference No.: 107665
Chemical of Concern: NaCl,PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BCM,CEL; Rejection Code: OK(NaCl,PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 107189
Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BCM; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


EcoReference No.: 104516
Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: GRO,MOR,BCM,ACC,PHY; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


EcoReference No.: 107523
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BCM; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 107674
Chemical of Concern: PQT,TRQ; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BCM,MOR; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


EcoReference No.: 104674
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: ACC,BCM,MOR; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 107524
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BCM,CEL; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).

EcoReference No.: 107525  
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: PHY,GRO; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 107386  
Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BCM,CEL; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


EcoReference No.: 107140  
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BEH; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 104731  
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: GRO,BCM; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 104717  
Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: GRO,BCM,MOR; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


EcoReference No.: 107141  
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: CEL,PHY; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 96458  
Chemical of Concern: ATZ,GYP,PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: GRO,BCM,POP; Rejection Code: LITE EVAL CODED(GYP,ATZ),OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 106073  
Chemical of Concern: PQT,ZnO,Zn; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BCM,MOR,GRO; Rejection Code: OK(PQT,Zn,ZnO).


EcoReference No.: 71392  
Chemical of Concern: LNR,SZ,PAQT,BT,DQTBr; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: MOR,REP; Rejection Code: LITE EVAL CODED(SZ,LNR).


EcoReference No.: 104701
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: PHY,BCM; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 106120
Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: MOR,PHY,BCM,GRO; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


EcoReference No.: 104683
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BCM,CEL; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 104704
Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BCM,PHY,BEH; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


EcoReference No.: 104673
Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BCM; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


EcoReference No.: 104684
Chemical of Concern: PQT,DQTBr; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: REP,MOR; Rejection Code: OK(PQT,DQTBr).


EcoReference No.: 76011
Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BCM,CEL; Rejection Code: OK(PQT),NO COC(BZO).


EcoReference No.: 99715
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: CEL,GRO,BCM,PHY,ACC; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).

EcoReference No.: 104787
Chemical of Concern: CdCl, PAQT, PYR, BAP, CHR; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BCM; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 104784
Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: GRO, PHY, BCM; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


EcoReference No.: 81295
Chemical of Concern: PAQT, RTN; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: CEL, BCM; Rejection Code: LITE EVAL CODED(RTN).


EcoReference No.: 104705
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: CEL; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 104706
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: PHY; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 107053
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BCM; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 104788
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BCM; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 106121
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BCM, GRO; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


OK(PQT,DQTBr).


EcoReference No.: 104738  
Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: GRO,PHY; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


EcoReference No.: 104702  
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: CEL; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 106673  
Chemical of Concern: PQT, CTC; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BCM; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


EcoReference No.: 104739  
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: PHY; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 54577  
Chemical of Concern: PAQT, CdCl, CuCl, HgCl, PbN; Habitat: A; Effect Codes: MOR, CEL; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT, CuCl).


EcoReference No.: 104686  
Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BCM, CEL; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


EcoReference No.: 97743  
Chemical of Concern: PAQT, GYP; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: POP, REP; Rejection Code: LITE EVAL CODED(GYP).


EcoReference No.: 108282  
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BCM; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 96996
Chemical of Concern: PAQT,GYP; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: GRO,POP; Rejection Code: LITE EVAL CODED(GYP).


EcoReference No.: 108281
Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BCM,MOR,ACC; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


EcoReference No.: 104709
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: PHY,MOR,CEL,BCM; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 105441
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: CEL,BCM; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 104740
Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BCM; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


EcoReference No.: 39311
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: ACC,PHY; Rejection Code: OK(PAQT).


EcoReference No.: 107631
Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: ACC,MOR,CEL,BCM; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


EcoReference No.: 106124
Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: PHY,CEL,BCM,MOR; Rejection Code: OK(PQT).


Potentially Applicable Studies on Order and Not Yet Reviewed or Coded


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T

Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: A


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: A


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T

Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T

Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: BAP,CYP,Pb,NYP,PQT; Habitat: A


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T

Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: AT


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: A


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T

Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: A


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: A

Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: DU,PAQT; Habitat: A


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T

Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T

Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: A


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: A


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: A


Chemical of Concern: TCDD,PQT,EN,CTC; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: A


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: AT

Chemical of Concern: PQT, 24D; Habitat: A


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: A


Chemical of Concern: MOM, PQT, TYP; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T

Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T

**Studies not Evaluated by ECOTOX**


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


EcoReference No.: 97226

Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: CEL,BCM


EcoReference No.: 19925; Habitat: A


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


EcoReference No.: 37479
Chemical of Concern: PAQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


EcoReference No.: 100051
Chemical of Concern: Cd,PAQT; Habitat: T; Effect Codes: BCM,ACC


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: A


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: A


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T

Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T


Chemical of Concern: PQT; Habitat: T